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MINUTES — NOT APPROVED 
General Session: (Open to the Public) 

• Welcome / Larry Blake (10:46 AM) 
• Purpose of Subcommittee is to Discuss Title & Escrow Related Rule R592-6 

o R592-6-4(1) update / Matt 
 4(1): Matt Sager says there’s a problem with R592-6-4(1) to allow for payment of a cancellation 

fee. Matt and Larry talk it through (with input from David Moore) and decide that there should be 
a minimum flat fee, rather than a percentage. Sylvia suggests that adding an actual dollar amount 
into a statute automatically dates it, and the statute would need to be revised every few years. 
Tammy notes that the fee cannot be less than the cost of doing business. 

 Language will be changed to “a minimum cancellation fee of $200” 
 3(b): Matt would like to clarify it; Dave and James suggest “the furnishing of escrow services, for 

a charge, which are less than the actual cost of doing business…” 
 James suggests updating how the rule refers to title insurers/agency title insurance 

producers/individual title producers, and standardizing it to “title producer” 
 15: Tammy suggests striking subsections from 15 and 16. It is agreed. 

o R592-6-4(20) update / Matt 
 It’s agreed that the rule is too broad to be useful. Bob suggests using the existing 20, but after 

“maintain” add “except to provide a client access to the permitted consumer information 
specifically allowed in” [R592-6-5(10) which will have to be drafted]. Larry agrees, saying it’s 
better to say what you can provide, rather than what you can’t. 

 Bob reads a version of 20 that he wrote based on another state’s law. There’s discussion about 
how to handle the items that will be permitted in the rule. Tammy suggests putting them in R592-



6-5, which are the permitted items. Matt and Dave would like a definition of what constitutes a 
“software account.” Matt and Bob will work on language. 

 21: Disallowing spouses of owners or employers essentially prevents employees of title 
companies from closing with their own company. 

o R592-6-4(24) update / James 
 NOT DISCUSSED 

o R592-6-5(5) update / Larry 
 1(c): This is updated to language James presented. Sylvia talks about how social media and 

boosting works, particularly when clients or other parties are involved. She cautions about having 
wording that talks about costing money. James says he believes his wording should address those 
concerns just fine. Mark Webber suggests that a client could potentially ask a company to boost 
every post they’re tagged in, which would be a co-advertising violation. James suggests adding 
the language from Bulletin 2010-10. 

 James, Sylvia and Tammy will work on language. 
o R592-6-5(7)(d) update / Matt  
 (7): Matt suggests taking the word “directly” out of (a) which would allow agents to teach classes 

that are on subjects closely related to title insurance (bankruptcy, trusts, foreclosures), rather than 
only those that are directly related to title insurance. Tammy states that the rule was created 
because some agents were teaching CE courses for things like using Outlook, Word or Excel. 
There is discussion that “directly” is too restrictive when the regulatory agency must approve the 
program for CE credit anyway. 

 (d): Mark Chandler suggests allowing no more than one CE program conducted at the office of 
any client per calendar quarter. Matt says there’s still a problem with interpretation of that. It is 
determined that the rule needs to focus on physical location, rather than specific client. With 
larger houses that may have franchises, it’s hard to know who the client is: the global parent or 
the local office? Everyone is OK with teaching at one physical location once per quarter. 

 Jeff, Mark Chandler and Dave Moore will come back with wording. 
• Business 
• Discuss Date and Time of Next Meeting(s) 

o Meeting will be held immediately following February Title & Escrow Committee meeting (March 16) 
• Adjourn (11:57 AM) 


